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Twitter is moving target and Wall Street likes the new numbers it sees up on the scoreboard. The company's monthly active user base grew 24 percent from the year-ago period to 271 million, but Twitter's real reach goes well beyond that, the social media company claims. hundreds of millions of additional unique visitors who come to Twitter every month but log in. When you consider combining monthly
active users and unique visitors, the size of our audience in our owned and operated properties is two to three times our monthly active user base, which we believe ranks us among the 10 largest digitally connected audiences in the world. CEO Dick Costolo tells analysts after releasing his latest earnings. Making this opportunity a fact has caused massive turnover among the late executive ranks, as
Costolo retools the company for its next phase of growth. The company's CEO, chief financial officer, product chairman and head of media partnerships have all left or relinquished within months. The ad team avoided the DoorTwitter Battalion advertising team, however, remains more intact with Adam Bain, head of global revenue and partnerships, leading the charge. Revenue grew 124 percent over the
year to $312 million, and advertising revenue per 1,000 timeline views doubled to $1.60 per 1,000 views over the same period. Although net loss broadered from $42.2 million in the year-ago period to $144.6 million, analysts and investors appeared to be seeing more light at the end of the tunnel.Company shares roared, jumping as high as 32 percent immediately after the social network reported its latest
earnings, and the week ended with a market cap it has not seen since late April. Despite all the activity and optimism new to Twitter's future, stock prices still hover around the same rate as it did at the time of its initial public offering in november 2013 steering wheel. [Related: 14 Must See Social Media Marketing Success Story] While Facebook blocked through 15 months of operations before it was again
worth it at the time of its IPO in May 2012, Twitter has withered back the value of its IPO levels in almost half that amount of time (or 8 months). There is no doubt that Twitter is gaining traction, but the pace of growth has remained steady for the past few quarters. The World Cup marked another watershed moment for the podium, but CEEs carefully avoid the temptation to raise expectations based on a
world event of such magnitude that only comes every four years. [Related: How social media is increasing the World Cup experience] With the exception of the Curated World Cup experience Twitter started during the month-long competition, the company's timeline views jump 15 percent year-over-year to 173 billion. It also helped a strong driver in the quarter with 81 percent of total ad revenue generated
from mobile devices, marking a 67 percent increase from a year earlier, says Mike Gupta, who is leaving himself as CFO to become the company's senior vice president of strategic investments. In some ways Twitter's wealth is improving in line with the company's ability to build more of the less. Ad revenue grew 129 percent year-over-year, despite a 35 percent reduction in spending per ad nomination.
Twitter makes no money from exclusive visitors who don't log in to the site or tweets embedded elsewhere, but the company is starting to experiment with that audience in an effort to change that. Costolo says the company won't make that off-grid audience today, but it's likely to be in the long run using the same types of advertising units to be offered on Twitter today. The growing reach and audience are
all good and good, but as long as Twitter can make money from syndicated content, mentions and its overall popularity in other media, its financial gains and prospects will be limited. Boosting Twitter's reach on Mass MediaThe is good news for Twitter and its investors that the path to wealth in off-grid media is already well defined. Incoming CFO Anthony Neto says the company's tv ad targeting
mechanism enables reinforcements, networks and content creators to expand their reach beyond organic followers and increase the tone to their audiences. [Related: Mobile advertising will dominate social networks]Strengthen is a perfect example of how we can increase that tone and create a larger audience for the content producer and content licensor who drives more advertising dollars. The leverage
of relationships with celebrities and institutions in the media and entertainment has been Twitter's approach for years. Rarely is a prime-time show or big sporting event turned off without mentioning Twitter or likely a detailed plan to engage fans with hashtags or promotions in real time. In fact, despite a user base that is just a fifth the size of Facebook, Twitter often dominates public conversation and rising
to the top of popular culture. The National Basketball Association recently announced that its official category (@NBA) per ball will be the official game for next season. This level of mass media promotion just as often doesn't happen to Facebook these days. I think Twitter is unique where most technology companies disrupt other industries and disrupt other businesses, but Twitter actually makes other
companies and other brands better than it would otherwise Neto, a former securities analyst who used to be the National Football League's CFO, says. I think it's the unique complementary nature of our information network that really partners us with a lot of types of companies, which increases the amount of information we have and content that aggregates a larger audience and just continues that virtual
cycle. [Related: Twitter Readies design changes as it unveils new ad offerings] When big news breaks around the world, Twitter TV and news partners are driving people's attention to the platform as they seek content about what's happening and unfold in real time. Many of them browse around, some search, some look at profiles. And obviously, from the numbers we see, most of them decide not to sign
in. In a shopping tweet coming soon? Plenty of opportunities, but sell driving directly on the platform could well become the holy grail for Twitter. Recent acquisitions of CardSpring and TapCommerce have empersperied Twitter's plans for business as it continues to experiment in the fledgling social shopping space. High running expectations with Nathan Hobbard, the former CEO of Ticketmaster, leading
the trade charge on Twitter. The company has been running experiments with Amazon since May that enable users to add products to their shopping carts via a tweet. Meanwhile some users have viewed a purchase button already embedded on tweets promoted on twitter's mobile app. Costolo declined to provide further details about Twitter's plans to buy in a tweet, but any indication suggests a significant
change and new revenue stream may come sooner than later. Copyright © 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. CBS Sports App provides you on demand, live streams of CBS Video, CBS Sports Radio and access to special events. Get the latest highlights, breaking news, scores, analysis, and trend videos for football, baseball, basketball, and more. See standings for every football league - even college
rankings. You can customize your feed to get highlights from your favorite team. With Football Pick'em, you can compete against your friends and win prizes by picking up which team you think will win. Chances of playing football are available in GameTracker. The app is free to download, it looks great, and it's intuitive to use. CBS Sports app gives you lightning fast updates for any football league! THE
CBS SPORTS PROGRAM FEATURES EVERY MAJOR SPORT INCLUDING NFL FOOTBALL, NBA BASKETBALL, U.S. DOLLAR &amp; NCAA BASEBALL, NHL HOCKEY, MLS FOOTBALL, TENNIS, GOLF, NASCAR, FORMULA 1, AND MORE. Get updates before each of your friends with super fast news, stats and update scores. Gone are the days of trawling through sports news sites to find the
teams you really care about. can you Feed yourself to display your favorite teams with real-time updates from knowledgeable anesthree. Your feed isn't the only aspect you can personalize. You can actually customize the navigation of your app to display your related exercise. As a result, you have surveyability and it's a five-star service. It's intuitive, and the layout is simple and professional. The overall
design feels just perfect for an exercise program: it has an exciting but not boring color theme. Altogether on the eye is easy and simple to use. The biggest reason to download the CBS sports app is to use its live video streams and On Demand content. You can use Chromecast Integration to connect a live stream directly to your TV. These streams not only replay past games; You can watch them in real
time. You can listen to live streaming radio with commentators including Bill Ritter, Jim Ram, D.A. Damon Mandullara and more there are also CBS Sports podcasts including Jonah Carey's podcast, Off the Bench, First Cut and many more. The game is another great attraction with this app. Win cash prizes with games like Choice 4 Fantasy Golf, King streak and Challenge Bracket. You can create and
compete in your football groups with bracket manager and office pool manager. There are also weekly prizes of a thousand dollars up for grabs when you play college football choice challenge. Best of all - there is no entry fee! Where can you run this program? The CBS sports app is compatible with iPhone, iPad, and Apple TV. If you are using an Android phone, you need to use Android 5.0 up. The
program is also on Windows 8 and up. This app is only available for download in USA. While this is annoying for American sports fans living outside the USA, it's standard practice for TV channels to be confined to their region for copyright reasons. Without changing the area on your phone (which can deal with your other apps), there's a lot of work you can do. Is there a better alternative? Yes, there is (if
you prefer not to pay). ASPN, Athletic, Scurr, Fox Sports and Yahoo Sports are some of the biggest names from a long list of rival American sports programs. The big drawback to many of these programs (including CBS Sport) is that you need to pay to watch live video streams. There are brewing rumors that ESPN is planning to charge a subscription fee. It's totally free at the moment. ASPN also has the
advantage of providing video streaming services in countries outside the Usa, while CBS even restricts some live videos to specific areas within the USA. In time, ASPN is a better option. THE CBS SPORTS APP OFFERS A GREAT SERVICE. there and there are some bugs . The score may not change in the program though updates and commentary say otherwise, for example. Nothing worth worrying
about and nothing that can't be easily updated on the next Make the fixed. It's surprising that there are basic errors like these from a Corporate dollars and when you are paying to watch (geographically limited) video content. On the plus side, it's easy to navigate (you can even personal tabs), it has real-time updates across most leagues of most sports, and it's packed full of extra features. Should you
download it? no. You're better with ASN, it's a great sports channel and so it can offer a lot of what CBS offers. Free Strategic Mobile GameFree Personalization Video Maker Free Patient Medical PortalInteractive Video Chat appMuch Over Parking SimulatorFree Android Strategy GameFree and Fast Web Browser
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